
UNDERSTANDING GAS 
LOSS
& how to calculate unaccounted for gas (LAUF)



FOUR AREAS WHICH RESULT IN 
GAS LOSS

Measurement
• Poor Meter Reading

• Indexes not 
standardized

• Dead meters

• Slow Meters

• Regulators not set to 
match correcting 
indexes

• Pressure/Temp 
correcting equipment 
not calibrated 
(Industrial/Lg
Commercial)

Accounting
• Poor Data Entry

• Not sending our 
rereads or missing poor 
readings

• Wrong pressure factors 
in Billing system 
(Industrial, Lg. 
Commercial)

• Not converting billing 
registers to match 
purchases correctly

• Mcf to Ccf errors

Leaks
• Are you odorizing?

• Leak Surveys – Do you 
fix the leaks?

• Do you calculate gas 
loss from 3rd party or 
Gas Dept. damage?

Theft
• Hardest to find 

• Do you pull or lock 
meters when 
inactive?

• Look for unexplained 
excavation near 
mains

• Look for industrial 
work where there is 
cutting, or heat 
required and no 
meter set



Measurement - Inaccuracies in metering will show up as lost
& unaccounted-for gas. If the pipeline delivering gas to your
system registers MORE gas than you received, you will show a
loss on your distribution system (conversely you would show a
gain). I usually recommend that operators start lost &
unaccounted-for gas improvement efforts by determining
whether or not the volumes registered into their systems are
accurate.



The second part of measurement is of course our delivery or sales meters. Here
are some items which can contribute to your LAUF per your metering to your
customers:

Slow or dead sales meters - Do you have a meter change out programs? I
recommend a 10-year program which would require that you replace or rebuild
10% of your meters every year to ensure no meters have went in excess of 10
years since replacing or calibrating. Do your billing clerks as well as meter
readers communicate suspicious meters for inspection? Will your billing system
run meter diagnostics to compare past sales to present in an effort to identify slow
meters? Remember it is easy to spot a meter which is not registering volumes in
January, but how do you determine a meter that has slowed down by 20% over
the last five years?



Incorrect Volume Adjustments- Larger deliveries may require delivery at higher pressures that the
average residential meter. If you have volume correction equipment installed is it calculating properly? If
you are using a pressure factor to adjust for pressure (or temp), have you ensured that the factor accurately
represents the conditions you are delivering at? In other words, if your factor is based on a delivery
pressure of 10# for example, is your actual pressure regulator set at 10#? If it is higher than 10#, you are
giving the customer more gas than you are billing for, if it is less.... you are charging the customer for gas
they are not consuming.

Improper Meter Sets - Check to ensure that your manufacturers recommended practices per pressures
and installations are followed. For example, if the meter index is based on a certain ounce (4 oz for
example) delivery, is that what you set your regulator at? May not sound like much but multiplied times
many meters it can add up. Ensure your service dept. has an accurate pressure # gauge to set your meters
and that they calibrate them per manufacturers recommended schedules. In addition, are your meters
leaning? Are they undersized? Oversized? Many times, a customer’s needs may drastically change over
time. Meter sizing is mostly an issue in your commercial meters.



Meter Reading - One could easily list this under the following section “Accounting”,
however as it typically is not a function of the office or billing staff to read the meter, and
the fact that accurate measurement is only accurate if the entire process is accurate, I
have listed this under measurement. Some issues per meter reading would be: Do you
have good communication between your billing clerks and your meter readers to identify
meter error? Do you have a system in place to re-read meters thought to be in error in a
timely manner? Do you inspect the accuracy of the meter reading activities periodically?
When reading meters ensure you look for taps which no one knows where the meter is.
This can indicate a missed connect or in some cases theft.

Final point on measurement...... an old saying over the desk of a manager I once knew
said “If it isn’t measured, it isn’t produced”. This is no truer than when it comes to our
business.



Accounting - It has been my experience that this part of the equation is the most overlooked in trying to determine where
the problem is when experiencing high percentages of LAUF. The main areas which cause accounting errors are:

* Volume & Heating Value (Btu/Mcf) Conversions - Mcf to MMBtu, Mcf to Ccf, Mcf to therms, and many others.
Make sure you are comparing apples to apples throughout your system from your supply to your delivery.

* Pricing conversions - Are you properly applying the information given to you by your supplier as per price of the
commodity? This is especially true if you have a fuel adjustment, PGA (Purchase Gas Adjustment), PGAF (Purchase
Gas Adjustment Factor), or any other pricing adjustment used in the sale to your customer.

* Data entry - Do your billing clerks “Run a tape” or compare the actual volumes billed out per billing cycle/month to
the total volumes read by your meter readers? This would be true whether you have hand held meter reading or not.
You should ensure that the volumes from whatever means you get the readings match the volumes you bill out.

* Loss Calculation - When you have identified a line break, gas leak, theft, measurement error or any other item which
you can quantify per a loss of gas, ensure that it is properly documented and calculated.

* Fiscal year/Gas Year - Ensure that you do not misinterpret your LAUF using a Jan-Dec fiscal year report from your
auditor or CPA. This is especially true if you have a large gas system for a municipality or certainly if you are a gas
district. Cycle billing and weather patterns must be adjusted for if you are not using a fiscal year which coincides with
your base load months.



To the best of your ability, it is helpful to an operator to read your
meters as close to the first of every month as possible as you are
closer to a true monthly comparison to your pipeline volume
statements. This obviously is not possible on larger systems
especially those with cycle billing. Just remember that typically in
the pipeline business a gas day is 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M., and a
gas month would be 9:00 A.M. on the first through 9:00 A.M. on
the first of the next month. Also do forget to account for gas used
by governmental or special consideration entities even if it is not
billed out.



Physical Loss - Obviously gas leaks cause loss, just remember that
when determining your LAUF that the volumes you have identified
from leaks which were found and could be calculated, are no longer
Lost & Unaccounted For, merely gas loss. Economically speaking
there is little difference with the exception of third party damage and
theft which can many times be recouped from the damaging party.
There are also pipeline or system used gas, typically these volumes
are small but should be accounted for. Examples of pipeline/system
used gas would be relief valve actuation, gas operated equipment
which uses gas as a medium, planned purges or blow downs, etc.



Theft - Though the least common of the problems you will
face, it is worth looking into during the day to day
operation of your system. Look for evidence of ground
being disturbed near your gas mains. Meters which should
be locked, are they remaining locked? Tampered meters? It
is also a good idea to audit your system to ensure there is
an invoice going out of your billing system to match every
meter which is read by your meter readers.



CALCULATING LOST & 
UNACCOUNTED FOR (LAUF)

Your true Lost & Unaccounted For Gas Loss Perentage is always July1st thru 
June 30th same as your PHMSA annual reporting.
• Convert all purchases to Mcf
• Convert all sales to Mcf
• Track all leaks and volumes lost (this will be an estimate)
• Track all 3rd party damage and estimated gas loss
• LAUF is simply Mcf measured into your system less Mcf Sales PLUS Mcf

Calculated Leaks and 3rd Party Damage & Pipeline used gas (Blowdowns, 
purges etc.



CALCULATING LOST & 
UNACCOUNTED FOR (LAUF)

Items Needed for PHMSA Annual Report
For Prior July through June Period in 
Mcf:

Month Purchases Sales Accounted For Gas LAUF By Volume Gas Loss
July 100 90 0 -10 -10%
August 150 145 0 -5 -3%
September 125 100 0 -25 -20%
October 135 110 3 -22 -16%
November 158 105 4 -49 -31%
December 275 260 0 -15 -5%
January 325 300 0 -25 -8%
February 300 290 0 -10 -3%
March 201 215 20 34 17%
April 140 200 3 63 45%
May 120 124 2 6 5%
June 110 105 1 -4 -4%
Totals 2139 2044 33 -62 -3%
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